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Fifty Years Ago 
on Sunday 20th July 

1969 



We made a promise to the Moon   
by Celia Berrell 
 
The year was nineteen-sixty-nine; 
the twentieth of July. 
Apollo Eleven astronauts 
made history on high. 
  
Neil Armstrong, then Buzz Aldrin 
left footprints in Moon’s dust. 
As pioneers and heroes, they 
showed us how to trust. 
  
The world embraced their Star-Child dreams. 
A plaque was left behind. 
It proudly says, We came in peace 
for all  -  for ALL mankind. 
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The metal plaque left on the Moon looked like this: 



And this year… 

we landed on 
the Far-Side of 
the Moon … 



http://www.leonarddavid.com/chinas-change-4-moon-mission-facing-the-big-freeze/ 



ASTRONOMERS 
have studied the Sun, 
Moon, stars & planets 

for 
centuries … 



Our first CLOCKS & CALENDARS were devised by studying the movements of the 
SUN, MOON and STARS. 



SEXTANTS & 
SUNDIALS 

use the Sun, Moon & 
stars for navigation 



Stonehenge in England, a circle of huge stones, was a CALENDAR that 
used the Sun and Moon to keep track of the year. 



CHRONOLOGY 
is measuring time and 
date in an orderly way 



WHY 
was this important? 



SPRING SUMMER 

AUTUMN WINTER 

Because we need to keep track of the seasons 



OUR MOON 
is an important but 

complex time-keeper! 



There’s a SIDERIAL (Orbital) MONTH of 27.32 days. 
That’s how long it takes for the Moon to travel  

a full 360 degrees around the Earth. 



Then there’s a SYNODIC (SunStar) MONTH of 29.53 days. 
That’s how long it takes for the Moon to go through all its phases 

from Full Moon back to Full Moon  
and relates to its position from the Sun. 



Synodic Sun Day   
by Celia Berrell 
 

We measure Earth’s days 
from the highest noon Sun 
to the highest noon Sun 
yes, the highest noon Sun. 
 
That’s more than three-sixty 
degrees the Earth spun. 
In twenty-four hours 
a new day’s begun. 
  
From Monday to Sunday 
this Sun-measured day 
is called a synodic. 
A synodic (sigh-nod-ick) day. 
 

If we measured Earth’s days 
from a highest far star 
to that highest far star 
yes, that highest far star, 
 
our day would be shorter. 
Four minutes away. 
Three-sixty degrees are 
sidereal (side-ear-real) days. 
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Synodic Sun Day   
by Celia Berrell 
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OUR MOON 
comparing sizes 



Moon-Size   

by Celia Berrell 
 
Our silvery Moon’s diameter’s 
a quarter of the Earth’s. 
A necklace made of fifteen Moons 
could circle world’s fat girth. 
 
Just fifty Moons would fit inside 
an equal Earth-sized place. 
The Moon could be a lemon slice 
and Earth a dinner plate. 
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Sun-Size 
by Celia Berrell 
 
Our solar Sun’s a giant sphere 
compared to tiny Earth. 
Three-hundred-fifty of our worlds 
could string around its girth. 
 
One million worlds would fit inside 
an equal Sun-sized space. 
The Earth would be a full stop if 
the Sun’s a wrist-watch face. 
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OUR MOON 
comparing gravity 



 

By width, the Moon’s  
a quarter of Earth. 
By mass, it’s  
one eightieth small. 
 
By gravity, saying  
Earth is one g 
the Moon’s one-sixth,  
that’s all. 

One-sixth 
Gravity   
by Celia Berrell 
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 By weight, I’m  
forty-eight k g 
my bathroom  
scales recall. 
 
But on the Moon,  
my weight is eight. 
Just eight k g’s is all. 
  

One-sixth 
Gravity   
by Celia Berrell 
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So on the Moon,  
I’d leap so high 
then gently,  
slowly fall. 
 
With only  
one-sixth gravity 
imagine  
playing ball! 
 

One-sixth 
Gravity   
by Celia Berrell 
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Q: What IS gravity? 
A:  We don’t really know! 

Q: What does gravity DO? 
A: It affects all things with MASS … 
     they are attracted to each other. 

Isaac Newton established: 
Gravity is a FORCE 
acting in all directions. 
The bigger an object’s MASS, 
the stronger it attracts other 
objects towards its centre. 

As distance increases, the 
force of gravity quickly 
weakens.  

Close-up this FORCE is strong. 
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Handy Gravity 
by Celia Berrell 
 
On Earth the force of gravity 
keeps everything in place, 
preventing them from whizzing off 
to roam around in space. 
 
It’s handy knowing all our things 
won’t wander by themselves, 
that cookie jars don’t suddenly 
float down from cupboard shelves. 
 
Invisibly the Earth’s big mass 
attracts things to its core. 
But since all matter pushes back 
we won’t sink through the floor! 
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If I weigh 48kg on Earth (at sea level), I would weigh 43.2kg on the International Space Station 
(400km above sea level).  So why do we see the astronauts “floating” around up there? 

Gravity on ISS is 90% of that on Earth 



Because they are in FREE FALL around the Earth! 

Gravity on ISS is 90% of that on Earth 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWGJA9i18Co 

This is a clever dance video about zero gravity 



They made a plane go on a ROLLER COASTER ride!!! 

ZERO GRAVITY is the same as FREE FALL! 









and Earth’s gravity. 

Earth-Moon Gravity 
 
this next poem is a love story … 
 
of powerful attraction (gravity) 
 
 
spinning and dancing (centrifugal force) 
 
spinning and slowing (friction) 
 
 
getting into a rut (tidally locked) 
 
 
then a sad ending! 
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Battle of the Bulge 
by Celia Berrell 
 
Like many love relationships 
the Earth and Moon are falling out. 
Despite their great attractiveness 
there’s friction they don’t talk about. 
 
When first they met, they twirled & danced. 
Their gravitation’s fondness showed, 
but by degrees, as time has passed 
rotations of their dance has slowed. 
 
The Moon no longer pirouettes 
within her orbit round the Earth. 
Instead one side is always set 
to face the world and watch his girth. 
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Their gravity distorts their crusts 
and makes them bulge at closest side. 
Earth’s oceans rise as though to thrust 
a beckoned hand to Moon’s fine pride. 
 
For she creates the ebbs and flows 
of all the seas that make our tides, 
but honestly, that friction slows her down 
and makes her really tired. 
 
Four centimetres every year 
she moves away from Earth’s embrace. 
Our Moon is drifting off I fear 
and nothing else could take her place. 
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Our Moon makes … 



Earth’s oceans rise as though to thrust 

a beckoned hand to Moon’s fine pride. 



In Mayan culture, Ixchel was their Moon Goddess 
For she creates the ebbs and flows 

of all the seas that make our tides 



Goodnight  by Celia Berrell 

  
It’s bedtime on the sea-front 
and all the waves did sigh. 
The Moon tucked in the sea-bed 
and went to shine on high. 
  
The clouds made up a blanket 
to keep the waters warm. 
And Neptune watched the oceans 
to keep them all from harm. 
  
When children have their bed-time 
their mother’s like the Moon. 
With beaming smiles and lullabies – 
a sleepy goodnight tune. 
  
Their bedclothes do the same as clouds 
as in their beds they lie. 
And like the waves, they drift to sleep 
departing with a sigh. 
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Compared to other 
moons in the Solar 
System and cosmos, 
our Moon is really 
LARGE & CLOSE. 

Our Moon creates TIDES 
that helped sea life 
evolve onto land. 

Our Moon stops Earth 
from wobbling, keeping 
our climate stable with 
regular seasons. 

Without our Moon, Earth’s 
temperatures would be 
extreme, making  it harder 
for life to exist. 
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Coral Spawning 
Moon, Tide and Temperature determine 
the date of this annual nocturnal event. 

For FNQ Great Barrier Reef:  
either late November or early December, 

usually soon after a FULL MOON. 

If creatures in the sea respond to the Moon, it’s easy to see how 
Human Cultures believe the Moon influences us as well. 





Moon Gods  
& Goddesses 





Ix Chel was the Mayan Moon Goddess 



Moon Goddess ARTEMIS from Greek Mythology 



Moon God KHONSU from Egyptian Mythology 



Hindu Moon Gods CHANDRA & SOMA 



In Arnhem 
Land, the 
Yolungu 
people call the 
Moon 
Ngalindi. This 
Moon Man is 
fat and lazy 
(full moon) 
but gets 
punished by 
his wives who 
cut bits off 
him until he 
dies (new 
moon) but 
after three 
days he comes 
back to life, 
growing 
rounder and 
fatter again. 

FULL MOON 

NEW MOON 

NEW MOON 

Australia’s MOON MAN 
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LUNATIC 

There is no evidence that people are more silly,  
accident prone or crazy when there’s a  

FULL MOON 
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Werewolves  
& Witches 

We KNOW they don’t exist!  
But in the past, many people believed them to be real. 

Clinical Lycanthropy is a condition where someone believes they are an animal.  
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Magical  
Moonlight 

Before we flooded the nights with artificial light, 
the Moon ruled the night-time making 

it eerie, magical & special. 
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Magical  
Moonlight 

Moonlight still enchants and inspires us! 
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Moonbeams 
by Celia Berrell 
  
The Sun is a star 
that is burning bright. 
Like a furnace 
that’s giving off heat and light. 
  
Like a beacon 
emitting sunshine rays. 
Like a torch in the sky 
changing nights to days. 
  
The Moon is a sphere 
made of silent rock 
that orbits the Earth 
like a cold round block. 
  
No furnace or beacon. 
No torch to run. 
Those moonbeams have come 
from the headlight Sun. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
The Moon doesn’t shine! 
It reflects instead. 
Like cat’s-eyes at night 
on the road ahead. 
  
Like the glint of the Sun 
on a tranquil lake. 
Like your sparkling eyes 
when a smile you make. 
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The Earth and Moon are TIDALLY LOCKED. 
They both rotate, but Moon’s rotations are now perfectly timed 

so we always see the same side of the Moon. 
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Moon’s Elliptical Orbit 
by Celia Berrell 

 
 
A stretched-out circle; 
an orbit that’s oval. 
Closer at perigee; 
distant at apogee. 
Tidally locked 
so same Moon-face clocked. 
Yet drifting away … 
say “farewell” one day! 

Perigee Apogee 
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There are TWO kinds … 



LUNAR 
of the Moon 

SOLAR 
of the Sun 





A Total Lunar Eclipse dulls the moon  
to a rusty red 



Solar Eclipse 



A Total Solar Eclipse makes part of Earth 
almost as dark as night 



Sun-Star Far 
by Celia Berrell 

  
Our Solar Sun’s diameter’s 
four hundred times as wide as Moon’s. 
Its distance from the Earth’s about 
four hundred times as far. 
  
So when we look up in the sky 
at night-time then again at noon 
the Moon appears exactly as 
the same size as our star. 
  
Although our Sun-star’s really huge 
compared with Moon’s small sphere, 
it’s far enough away from us 
to look the same down here! 
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The birds stop singing;  
bees stop buzzing. 
An eerie silence falls. 



YOUR MISSION: 

Write a poem about  
• THE MOON 

If your poem includes some science, send it 
to feedback@sciencerhymes.com.au. 
It could be considered for publication on the 
Science Rhymes website! 

mailto:feedback@sciencerhymes.com.au
http://www.sciencerhymes.com.au/


Muse on the Moon  by Celia Berrell 
 

The Moon reveals so many things 
for humankind to ponder on. 
  

An anchor in celestial seas 
or lunar clock to gaze upon. 
  

Ambassador for gravity 
this queen of tides is mighty strong. 
  

A temptress for astrology’s 
imagined magic – right or wrong. 
  

Love’s locket hung in silent song 
reflecting what the Sun once shone. 
  

Ellipse, eclipsed and wandered on 
our lunar quests go on and on. 
  

The Moon reveals so many things 
for humankind to wonder on. 
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Astronomy -  Chronology -  Gravity  -  Tides 

Siderial & Synodic -  Perigee & Apogee - Myth & Magic - Orbit, Ellipse & Eclipse  

for National Science Week 2019 
DESTINATION MOON 

 

Poems by Celia Berrell: 
We Made a Promise To The Moon 
Synodic Sun Day; Moon-size Sun-size 
One-sixth Gravity; Handy Gravity 
Battle of the Bulge; Goodnight 
Moonbeams; Sun-Star Far 
Moon’s Elliptical Orbit 
Muse on the Moon 

sharing science rhymes 
and science information for 

Whitfield State School’s 
POETRY CLUB 2019 
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Celia Berrell 
writes 

Her poems are found in 
CSIRO’s Double Helix 
magazines 

and school textbooks 

Australia Ireland Canada Malaysia 

and YOUR POEMS can be shared 
on the Science Rhymes website 

www.sciencerhymes.com.au 

India 


